A self-digitization chip integrated with hydration layer for low-cost and robust digital PCR.
We present a self-discretization and zero-water-loss microfluidic digital PCR (dPCR) device to enable low-cost and robust quantitative nucleic acid assays. In this device, a thin void is integrated beneath the reaction chamber array. By utilizing the permeability of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film, the integrated void serves a dual function: vacuum "accumulator" and hydration "reservoir". The combination of pre-stored pumping energy and water compensation for evaporation loss enables simple, robust and reliable single-DNA-molecule amplification and detection in 10,000 reactors of picoliter volume. Compared to the conventional degassing PDMS pumps, the vacuum accumulator exhibits superior performance due to more vacuum storage and shorter diffusion distance. We also evaluated the performance of the embedded hydration layer in suppressing evaporation loss at elevated temperatures, and verified that zero-water-loss could be achieved for all reaction chambers in our dPCR chip during thermal cycling. By performing quantitative detection of T790M DNA from 10 to 104 copies/μL, the proposed dPCR chip demonstrated high accuracy and excellent performance for the absolute quantification of the target gene with a dynamic range of 104. The simplicity and robustness of our dPCR chip make it well suited for low-cost molecular diagnostic assays under resource-limited settings.